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Abstract-Data mining is widely accepted and used tool for extracting interesting information 

from data.  Associative rule mining and Clustering are descriptive techniques. Fuzzy approach 

has enhanced the power of both these techniques. Clustering is used in data processing for 

discretization and data reduction. However, Clustering suffers from interpretability problem. 

This paper presents a multi-step combination of the above two techniques which gives a better 

insight on the dataset and also identifies irrelevant attributes. It extends fuzzy association rule 

mining algorithm by using user defined support confidence framework. Several Clustering based 

methods are proposed and compared for fuzzy partitioning of individual attributes. Our 

proposed algorithm addresses the problem of interpretability of cluster by using expressive 

power of fuzzy rules as well as helps in improving quality of cluster by finding prime attributes 

contributing in cluster formation. The paper presents expected and interesting results obtained 

when the algorithm is applied on some known datasets. 

Keywords -Data Mining, Clustering, Fuzzy Association Rule mining, Fuzzy partitioning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is defined as the process of extraction of nontrivial, potentially useful knowledge from 
large datasets. It has very powerful tools and techniques which has widespread use in several application 
domains. Association Rule mining started with market basket analysis and has eventually established 
itself as a powerful mining technique and its use in various application domains is increasing rapidly. 
Amongst the several association rule mining algorithms, Apriori algorithm is the most simple to 
implement and extend to new situations. Most association rule mining algorithms assume Boolean 
attributes but in real life, attributes are quantitative or categorical in nature. To handle quantitative 
values, they are partitioned to give attribute range pairs.  

Fuzzy partitioning removes the crisp boundaries and adds linguistic labels to attributes. The fuzzy 
association rules are closer to human interpretation such as ‘young age  low income'. Traditionally, 
fuzzy partitioning is supervised, where experts decide boundaries of attribute intervals. Several 
partitioning method based on simple k - means algorithm are proposed for preprocessing of numerical 
data into fuzzy data.  

 An extension of Apriori Association rules mining algorithm is essential to mine fuzzy association 
rules. The algorithm is heavily based on support and confidence framework and requires membership 
functions to be extended to attribute sets. There are several clustering algorithms amongst which k-
means algorithm has been extensively applied [60], [58] and [51]. 

Some of the issues related to clustering algorithm have been:  

i) Interpretability of clusters  

ii) Dependence of cluster quality on number of clusters specified  

iii) Effect of noise or outliers and irrelevant dimensions on cluster quality.   

In classical cluster analysis each datum must be assigned to exactly one cluster. Fuzzy cluster 
analysis relaxes this requirement by allowing membership degrees to deal with data that belong to more 
than one cluster at the same time. Fuzzy C means algorithm generates clusters which are probabilistic. 
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Each tuple belongs to every cluster with defined membership values. However interpretability of the 
generated clusters still remains a problem.  This paper presents a combination of Fuzzy Apriori with 
clustering to provide an insight into the generated clusters in terms of their relationship with attribute 
values.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work containing some preliminaries 
Several Clustering based Fuzzy Partitioning alternatives and their comparative analysis is presented in 
section III. The main algorithm for Cluster Interpretability is presented in section IV. Section V is about 
the experimental setup and observations which is followed by conclusion in section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Data mining is powerful technique with huge potential to contribute in proactive knowledge driven 
decisions by extraction of hidden patterns from large data sets. It helps business organizations by 
prediction of future trends and behavior. It is applied in various fields of human life due to availability 
of large amount of data in the form of web contents, records, documents, images, sound recordings, 
videos, scientific data by extracting knowledge that can be utilized for knowledge based decisions.  
Scope of data mining is varying from various fields such as Market analysis to Medical field including 
Insurance, Finance, Banking, Pharmacy, security and many more [14], [32], [43]. Various techniques 
are used for data mining such as Association rule mining, Classification, Clustering etc. all having their 
own strengths and applicability. 

A. Association Rule Mining 

Association rule mining is one of the important, widely used and highly researched techniques. This 
was first introduced by Agarwal [46] for Market basket analysis. Many algorithms were proposed for 
mining association rules such as Apriori, Eclet, Frequent pattern Growth [24], AIS algorithm etc. 
Apriori algorithm proposed by Agrawal, R. and Srikant, R. [46] became very popular. Rakesh Agrawal 
et al [2] discussed fast Algorithms for Mining Association Rules for discovering association rules 
between items in a large database of sales transactions. They introduced Apriori Hybrid approach to 
solve problem that fundamentally differs from the known algorithms by exploring the best features of 
the proposed algorithms. Various algorithms for mining association rules are, taxonomy based [44], 
RARM [13], Constrain based Apriori [48], PRICES [53], Matrix Algorithm [59], IDTE [50]. 
Association rule mining algorithms generate large number of rules and are reduced by filtering using 
various interest measures and this problem is addressed by many researchers [9], [7], [12], [31], [4]. 

An association rule is an implication of the form A  B, where A and B are subsets of an attribute 
set and they are disjoint such that is A  B = Φ. The Apriori algorithm is the basic algorithm used for 
mining association rules. In Market basket analysis, every transaction in supermarket database D is 
represented as a Boolean for an item set I={i1,i2,..,im} containing m types of items. For each transaction t 
in database t[ik] is either 1 or 0 indicating the item is bought or not. The occurrence frequency of an 
itemset A, i.e. the number of transactions in the dataset D containing the itemset A is known as 
Support_Count or Absolute Support of the itemset A. The interestingness of the association rule is 
measured using support and confidence.  

For a rule A  B, 

              Support (A  B) = 
Support_Count (𝐴𝑈𝐵) 

|𝐷|
                                                                                      (1)                                       

Confidence (A  B) = 
Support_Count(𝐴 𝑈 𝐵)

Support_Count (𝐴)
                                                                                        (2) 

Discovering of association rules is two step processes 

Discovering all frequent or large item sets having support greater than a minimum support threshold.  
Generating association rules from the frequent item sets having confidence greater than minimum 
confidence threshold. 

Step1 uses the downward-closure property which guarantees that for a frequent item set, all its 
subsets are frequent and thus for an infrequent item set, all its supersets are infrequent. In step two, 
using minimum confidence criteria interesting association rules are generated. 

B. Fuzzy association rule mining  

Transaction data in real-world applications is not always binary but consist of quantitative values. 
Fuzzy set theory has been introduced in the process of mining quantitative association rules, which 
results in a new category of association rules called fuzzy association rules. In 1965, Zadeh first 
proposed Fuzzy set theory which concerns with quantifying and reasoning using linguistic variables. 
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Han [24] transformed quantitative data attributes into linguistic terms and discovered interesting 
associations among attributes using statistical analysis to remove need for user-specified thresholds. 
Main advantage of the approach is, it discovers both positive and negative association rules. Hong 
proposed similar fuzzy mining algorithm to mine fuzzy rules from quantitative transaction data [29]. It 
calculates the scalar cardinality of each linguistic term on all the transaction data. Toshihiko Watanabe 
[49] proposes a fast algorithm based on Apriori for extracting fuzzy association rules from database 
which improves the computational time of mining for real applications. Different variations of Apriori 
Algorithm for fuzzy association rule mining were proposed such as FCABTAR [15], FARME-D [39] 
and some more are found in [38]. 

A fuzzy association rule is then understood as a rule of the form (X, t(x))  (Y, t(y)) where X and Y 
are attributes and t(x), t(y) are linguistic variables. For example  (BP, “Low” )  (Heart Attack , “High” 
) can be well interpreted in natural language as ‘if Blood Pressure is low chances for Heart Attack are 
High’. 

Generation of fuzzy association rules using an appropriate Fuzzy Association Rule Mining (ARM) 
algorithm is three step processes. 

i) Preprocessing of crisp dataset. 

ii) Generation of Frequent item sets satisfying usefulness measures. 

iii) Formation of Fuzzy Association rules satisfying interestingness measure thresholds. 

   i) Preprocessing of crisp data:  

 The very first step of data preprocessing is conversion of crisp quantitative or numerical attributes 

set into a fuzzy dataset. For a dataset containing n attributes and m linguistic terms, there will be nm 
attribute linguistic pairs. Existing and proposed fuzzy partitioning methods are discussed in section III. 

As a result of processing, fuzzy dataset with nm columns gets generated. 

   ii)  Use a fuzzy Apriori algorithm to generate frequent itemsets:  

 Most of the algorithms used for generating fuzzy association rules are one or other kind of 
variations of basic Apriori algorithm that uses support as a measure for deciding usefulness of generated 
frequent itemsets. It employs an iterative approach, where k itemsets are used to explore (k+1) iemsets. 
First, the set of frequent 1-itemsets is found, denoted by L1. L1 is used to find L2 by generating first 
candidate sets C2. The set of frequent 2 item set L2 is used to find L3, and so on, until no more frequent k 
itemsets can be found. The algorithm reduces effort by making use of Apriori property that all non-
empty subsets of frequent item sets must be frequent. An (attribute, term) pair will be considered 
frequent if its support count is more than the threshold defined by minimum support. 

The support count of Attribute-Term set (x, T (k)) is defined as 

Support_Count (x,T(k))  = 
  i

n

=i

kT xμ
1                                                                                            (3)

 

  where  kTμ (xi)  denotes the membership value of  x for linguistic variable T(k) in ith transaction.  

The Support_Count can be extended to more than one attribute term sets as  

Support_Count ( a1_t1, a2_t2,…, ak_tk) =  { μt1 (a1) ⊗ μtt2 (a2) ⊗....., ⊗ μtk (ak)} ,                                   (4) 

where there are several possibilities for the operator  ⊗ which are discussed in next section. 

iii) The association rules are generated by considering every subset S of frequent Item set I and 
generating the association rule S (I-S) and validating it using some interestingness measure. 
Confidence is popular measure used for interestingness but there are several other measures which need 
to be appropriately extended to use with fuzzy sets.    

C. Selection of appropriate T-norm (x ⊗ y) for Fuzzy Association Rules  

There are various ways to choose T-norm operator [43], [39] for defining support as described 
below. 

• Goedal t-norm:  x ⊗ y = min(x, y)                                                                                          (5) 

• Goguen t-norm :  x ⊗  y = x.y                                                                                                 (6) 

• Lukasiewicz t-norm:  x ⊗ y= max (0, x + y – 1)                                                                     (7) 
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• Drastic multiplication: x ⊗ y = x (if y=1), = y (if x=1), = 0 (if x, y < 1)                                (8) 

It is obvious that using Goedal t-norm, number of frequent item sets generated are largest in 
comparison with others, hence it is used in further analysis. 

D. Defining Support for Fuzzy Data  

Relative Support is an important measure used in association rule generation and also in defining 
other interestingness measures. In Boolean transactions item can be either present or absent, hence 
relative support is defined as  

Support (xy)     =     
Support_ Count(𝑥 ⊗ 𝑦)

𝑁
                                                                                  (9) 

 where N is total number of transactions  

Here maximum possible support is N when item is present in all the transactions.  

In fuzzy transactions maximum possible support need not be N. Hence for fuzzy data, N needs to be 
replaced by maximum possible value of membership function MaxM which is 

MaxM      =  ∑ 𝑀𝑎𝑥
𝑗∈𝐽,𝑘∈𝐿

{ µ𝑙𝑘(𝑎𝑖𝑗)}  
𝑛

𝑖=1
                                                                       (10) 

where i vary over transactional dataset, j varies over columns representing attributes and k varies 
over set of linguistic variables L. Fuzzy support can be redefined as 

Fuzzy_ Support (xy)    =      
Support(𝑥 ⊗ 𝑦)

MaxM
                                                                             (11) 

Instead of dividing support by number of transactions, we divide by summarizing the maximum 
membership value among every item of each transaction. Use of this fuzzy support is more logical and 
appropriate in consideration of interestingness measures where support plays important role. We used 
computed values for some interestingness measures using support and fuzzy support.  

Several interestingness measures are defined using support such as 

Fuzzy_Conviction(X→Y) =  
Fuzzy_Support(𝑥)∗Fuzzy_Support(~𝑦)

Fuzzy_Support(x∪~y)
                                                (12) 

Fuzzy_Lift(X→Y )   =     
Confidence(𝑥→𝑦)

Fuzzy_Support(y)
                                                                                  (13)                    

Laplace (X→Y) =     
Fuzzy_Support(𝑥→𝑦)+1

Fuzzy_Support(𝑥)+2
                                                                                 (14) 

Jaccard = 
Fuzzy_Support(𝑥→𝑦)

Fuzzy_support(𝑥)+FuzzySupport(𝑦)−Fuzzy_Support(𝑥→𝑦)
                                                  (15) 

III. FUZZY PARTITIONING 

For datasets containing categorical or quantitative attributes, algorithms proposed for binary 
attributes are not convenient for association rule mining. The problem was addressed by Rakesh 
Agarwal & Shrikant [2]. Partitioning quantitative attributes into discrete intervals is major task in 
quantitative association rule mining. Various methods are proposed in literature for discretization of 
quantitative attributes so as to retain the original distribution of the attribute.  

Methods include simple approach to replace quantitative attributes by Boolean values & use 
conventional association rule mining.  Another approach is to divide quantitative attributes into number 
of partitions. Equi-depth and Equi-width partitioning methods [46] divide attributes into intervals 
accordingly. All these partitioning methods are used for crisp partitioning and all suffer from sharp 
boundary problem. Fuzzy partitioning  is natural generalization for partitioning and the fuzzy sets and 
the membership functions determine partitions with  more realistic intervals which may lead to correct, 
strong partitioning of attributes of data set. Many researchers have proposed various methods for fuzzy 
partitioning of quantitative data for generating fuzzy association rules [22], [11], [33]. 

The fuzzy set provides a smooth change near the boundaries of partitions and can express more 
sophisticated belongingness of data value to interval and this smooth transition of membership functions 
helps to eliminate the “sharp boundary problem”.   
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In fuzzy partitions data value can belong to more than one partition with some membership. This 
membership can be derived by using various membership methods. The fuzzy sets in most real-life 
datasets are Triangular, Trapezoidal or Gaussian-like depending on varied and heterogeneous nature of 
the datasets. Numerical data present in most real-life datasets  can be converted  into fuzzy sets using 
anyone of these membership functions , wherein a particular data point can belong to two or more fuzzy 
sets simultaneously.  

A. Fuzzy Membership function Alternatives  

 
The functions that identify a fuzzy set in their domain is termed membership function μ(m) having 

values between 0 to 1. A membership value μ(m) = 0 indicates non-membership of the point m in the 
fuzzy set identified by the function  μ, whereas value μ(m) = 1 indicates the full membership of m in the 
fuzzy set.  

Triangular membership function uses three variables a, b and c for deriving membership value for 
data. It covers all values when defined as overlapping function. Only single value has full that is 1 
membership and membership value goes on increasing from a to b & decreases from b to c tending 
towards 0.  

A trapezoidal MF is described by four parameters a, b, c and d. This can be reduced into triangular 
using b = c.  

Trapezoidal Membership function is overlapping function that covers all values till infinity and last 
fuzzy trapezoidal interval is limited by infinity. A fuzzy interval defined in this fashion has full 
membership in points b to c and membership tends towards zero from b to a and from c to d.  Gaussian 
Membership function is represented by two parameters c and σ where c represents its centre and σ 
represents its width Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Triangular, Trapezoidal and Gaussian membership functions for overlapping fuzzy sets 

B.  Supervised fuzzy partitioning method – Experts knowledge based 

This is one of the important partitioning techniques. Membership function is determined by Experts’ 
knowledge or known perception by expert. This is used for partitioning attributes by forming fuzzy sets 
as intervals. The intervals are then labeled with a linguistic variable name. The set of consecutive labels 
are formed such that the order of the intervals is preserved. (eg. low, medium, high). Each interval is 
considered as an individual attribute. Membership degree of each data item is derived by using defined 
membership function. (E.g Use of trapezoidal membership function for Blood Pressure)  The values for 
interval range are decided by expert in that domain (as a, b, c, and d) .The membership functions can be 
defined for both triangular and trapezoidal membership functions as   

Triangular (x: a, b. c) = max (min (  
(𝑥−𝑎)

(𝑏−𝑎)
 ,  

(𝑐−𝑥)

(𝑐−𝑏)
 ), 0)                                                                           (16) 

Trapezoidal (x: a, b, c, d) = max (min (
(𝑥−𝑎)

(𝑏−𝑎)
   

(𝑑−𝑥)

(𝑑−𝑐)
 ), 0)                                                                        (17) 

where the values of a, b, c, d are provided by the Expert. 

The values for cholesterol given by expert for a, b, c and d are 100, 120, 180 and 200 and the 
graphical representation of the trapezoidal membership function is as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Experts Knowledge based Trapezoidal Membership function. 

C. Unsupervised Cluster Based Approach to define Membership Functions 

The fuzzy partitioning of quantitative attributes can be carried out in unsupervised manner using 
cluster centers obtained by k means clustering algorithm. The values of four variables a, b, c, d required   
for  three linguistic variables for trapezoidal membership function can be computed using three  ordered 
cluster centers C1, C2, C3. In general for k linguistic variables the 2(k-1) values of ai, bi (1<=i<=k-1) can 
be computed using k cluster centers. 

Method 1.   

Equi-Spaced method: In this approach the interval between two cluster centers is divided into equal 
parts. Thus values of ai and bi   are computed as follows. 

ai   =  
(3𝐶𝑖+𝐶𝑖+1)

4
      bi    =     

(𝐶𝑖 +3𝐶𝑖+1)

4
                                                                                    (18) 

A given data can be partitioned into five fuzzy partitions using five Cluster centers C1, C2, C3, C4 
and C5. The values of ai and bi can be computed and trapezoidal membership function can be obtained 
as shown in Figure 3 for the cluster centers (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5)= {1, 2, 4, 5, 7} 

 

Figure 3. Five clusters showing cluster centers and values of ai, bi. 

 The trapezoidal membership values can be directly computed from cluster centers using following 
algorithm. 

D. Algorithm for Fuzzy Partitioning using Method 1 

INPUT:  

I. Dataset D with attributes A = {A1, A2 …An} where each Aj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) is a quantitative 
attribute. 

II. Number of linguistic variables  L = {l1, l2, l3 ,….lm} where each attribute is associated with 
at least two ( or more ) linguistic variables and linguistic variables are associated with 
fuzzy sets  

III. Ordered Cluster  Centers  CC {c1,c2,c3…..cm} 

OUTPUT: 

           Fuzzified Dataset with linguistic attributes {attribute, linguistic variable} pair 
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                DF = {(A1_L1,A1_L2,…A1_Lm,),(A2_L1, A2_L2,……A2_Lm,),…..(An_L1, An_L2,…An_Lm,)} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using the corresponding membership functions defined with each fuzzy set using equation 1, 2 & 3, 
the original dataset D is changed into a fuzzy dataset DF. 

Method 2. Variance Spacing Proportionate: The k means clustering algorithm also provides apart 
from cluster centers the variance values for each cluster. The variance value indicates the spread of 
values around the cluster center. It can be used for proportionately spacing ai and bi between two cluster 
centers. 

Thus ai and bi can be calculated using formula  

ai =  Ci *(1-Vi) + Vi * Ci+1                                                                                                                                                                   (19) 

              bi =  Ci+1*(1-Vi+1) - Ci*Vi+1                                                                                                        (20) 

        where Ci is cluster centers and Vi   are corresponding variance values. 

Figure 4. Shows membership functions for different attributes for iris dataset using above method. 

 

a) Sepal Length 

 

b) Sepal Width                 c) Petal Length                  d) Petal Width 

  

                                                 Figure 4. Membership functions using Equi spaced method 

Method 3: Variance spacing absolute:  In this approach the spread around the cluster center is 
specified using absolute values of the variance. Thus ai and bi can be calculated using formula  

      ai = Ci + Vi                                                                                                                                                                                              (21) 

      bi = Ci+1 – Vi+1                                                                                                                                                                                      (22) 

Steps: 

For each Attribute Aj (Column of Dataset) 

            { 

                Compute membership value for Ai, L1 using equation 1. 

                      µ1   = max (𝑚𝑖𝑛 (1,
𝐶1+3𝐶2−4𝑥

2(𝐶2−𝐶1)
) , 0)                                                          [1] 

                      for each linguistic variable Li,   

                    { 

                          Compute membership value for Ai,Li  ( 1< i< n) using equation 2. 

                              µi   = max (min (
4𝑋−3𝐶𝑖−1−𝐶𝑖

2(𝐶𝑖−𝐶𝑖−1)
), 1 ,

 𝐶𝑖+3𝐶𝑖+1  −4𝑋

2(𝐶𝑖+1−𝐶𝑖)
) , 0)                                    [2] 

                    } 

                              Compute membership value for Ai, Lm using equation 3.  

                               µm = max (𝑚𝑖𝑛 (1,
 𝑋−𝐶𝑚−1+3𝐶𝑚  

2(𝐶𝑚−𝐶𝑚−1)
) , 0)                                                                      [3] 

          } 
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E. Comparison of various fuzzy partitioning Approaches 

We compared different methods of fuzzy partitioning by using a simple measure of quality of fuzzy 
partitions. Fuzzy partitioning assigns membership value to each data object with which it belongs to 
each partition. Membership value 1 indicates that data object fully belongs to that partition & 0 indicates 
that it does not belong to that partition. Membership values between 0.4 to 0.6 doses not clearly 
indicate the belongingness of data into any one of the partition and can be considered as poor 
partitioning. 

We analyzed the iris data for same and carried out fuzzy partitions of this data for following methods. 

1. Experts knowledge based fuzzy partitioning 
2. Equi -spaced using cluster centers fuzzy partitioning 
3. Variance based  proportionate fuzzy partitioning 
4. Variance based absolute  fuzzy partitioning  
5. Fuzzy C Means 

Variance 2 method gives best results and hence used for further analysis. Figure 5 shows graphical 
representation of above mentioned methods. Table I Shows results various methods discussed above. 

         
Figure 5.  Graphical Representation of Table I 

 
TABLE I. SHOWS RESULTS VARIOUS METHODS 
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Petal Width High

No. of Records having µ as   0.4 < µ < 0.6 Tota
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Partitions 

Methods 
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Fuzzy C 

Means 

26 24 25 23 25 21 15 0 16 0 14 12 201 

Expert Based 7 20 15 12 28 3 0 12 9 1 14 21 142 

K Means 6 21 11 10 16 6 1 10 11 0 2 2 96 

Equi-Spaced 

method 
6 23 7 0 0 6 1 9 4 0 2 2 60 

 Variance 

Spacing 

Proportionat

e 

6 16 9 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 41 

Variance 

spacing 

absolute 

0 9 9 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 20 
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  a) Expert Based                        b) EquiSpaced                    c) Variance Absolute           d) Variance Proportionate 

 

Figure 5. Shows membership functions for sepal length using our different approaches 

 

Algorithm for Cluster Interpretation  

Input  

1. Fuzzy Dataset generated  by  fuzzy Partitioning of each attribute of data set D into k linguistic 
variables {DF} 

2. Fuzzy clusters of data set D using Fuzzy C means Algorithm having j clusters. This will be a data set 
with j column containing membership values of each record of data set D in each cluster {DC} 

Output 

Fuzzy association rules representing consequent as cluster variable and antecedent as item set with   
linguistic variables. 

Steps. 

 Stage 1. Generate Extended Fuzzy data set DF     

                 Append each column of Cluster data DC to fuzzy data set DF  {DE} 

Stage 2.  Apply Extended Fuzzy Aprioi algorithm on extended fuzzy dataset DE to get frequent  

                Itemsets with support greater than minsupport, user defined threshold. 

Stage 3. Filter frequent itemset containing last item of frequent itemset representing cluster variable. 

Stage 4. Generate fuzzy association rules with consequent as cluster variable and antecedent as group  

              of items along with linguistic variable  using interest measures as confidence greater than  

             user defined confidence threshold.    

              Generated fuzzy rules are of the form Cj  Blk , where  Blk  DF,   and  Blk   do not contain any  

              two items that are associated with the  same attribute ( for  instance, will not contain “sepal  

             length low and sepal length  high”). 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, tests were realized on various known 
datasets as well as on real data set also.  

In next section, the experimental setup and experiments executed on various data sets are 
presented.  

IV. CLUSTER INTERPRETATION 

 
Most of the research in clustering domain is related to number of clusters and initial cluster centers. 

Relatively less attention is given for cluster interpretation. However, it is important to highlight the prime 
attributes contributing to cluster formation. Fuzzy association rules uncover the dependencies among items 
in datasets as they have rich applicability over wide variety of problems. We have proposed a method that 
combines fuzzy association rules for interpretability of clusters.  

It is commonly known that not all variables are important and not all the values of attributes are 
important for a particular cluster. Clusters can be properly interpreted if the attributes and specific values 
of attributes that play an important role in forming a cluster are known. The multistep algorithm proposed 
by us takes care of above problem. The method involves combination of Fuzzy clustering and Fuzzy 
association rule mining. This step by step algorithm is described below. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A. Experiment 1: IRIS data set 

The IRIS data set contains 150 records with measurements on three classes of Iris flower for Sepal 
Length, Sepal Width, Petal Length and Petal Width. The class label is one of the distinguished classes 
that are Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolor and Iris Virginica. The original dataset contains continuous values 
for each attribute and discrete values for class labels. To generate fuzzy association rules on this raw 
data, data must be transformed into fuzzy transactional dataset. In this work simple k means clustering 
algorithm with our proposed method is used to partition the four attributes. For designing 
parameterized membership function, trapezoidal membership function is used as it covers maximum 
area. On every attribute, three fuzzy sets are defined and linguistic variables are associated with each 
fuzzy set such as Low, Medium and High. We clustered crisp iris dataset using Fuzzy C Means 
clustering algorithm to generate three fuzzy clusters which may represent three classes of dataset that 
is class label in original dataset. We integrated the fuzzy transactional dataset by adding these three 
clusters as additional attributes to formulate new dataset which consists of  4*3 +3 attributes related to 
three fuzzy sets defined on four features (attributes) of dataset i.e. Sepal Length, Sepal width, Petal 
Length and Petal Width  and three clusters representing classes. 

The frequent item sets and the rules were generated by using extended fuzzy Apriori algorithm. 
The minimum support and confidence were set to =10% and 60%. With these parameters 160 frequent 
item sets were generated and 98 rules were obtained. The filtered set of rules satisfying the support 
threshold and best values for different measures for each cluster are shown in Table II. 
 

TABLE II. SHOWS SUPPORT THRESHOLD AND BEST VALUES 

 
 
From obtained rules it is very clear that petal length and petal width are prime attributes in cluster 

formation. All three clusters can be clearly interpreted as one cluster is formulated with those having 
petal length and petal width as low another cluster is with medium petal length & medium petal width 
and third cluster is formed with high petal length and high petal width. Use of additional interest 
measures such as Conviction, Lift, Laplace, and Jaccard strongly provides conformation to the rule 
“Prime attributes in defining boundaries of three clusters are petal length and Petal width”. 

B. Experiment 2: Glass data set  

This experiment is conducted on other well-known Glass data set. Data set comprises of nine 
attributes shown in Table III and results are in Table IV. 

 

TABLE III. SHOWS DATASET COMPRISES OF NINE ATTRIBUTES 

 

    RI  refractive index     K  Potassium     Al  Aluminum 

    Na  Sodium      Ca  Calcium     Si  Silicon 

    Mg  Magnesium     Ba  Barium     Fe  Iron 

                                                    
 

 
 

 

 

Rule 
Confidence Conviction Lift Laplace Jaccard 

Cluster 3->Petal Width Medium 0.631941642 36.0164994 0.012768 0.627181161 0.488238 

Cluster 3->Petal Width Medium      & Petal Length 

Medium 
0.676363343 32.1923104 0.013666 0.669124258 0.489103 

Cluster 2->Petal Width Low 0.8125187 30.3350575 0.015596 0.800815244 0.676584 

Cluster 2->Petal Width Low & Petal Length Low 0.811821526 30.0476916 0.015583 0.799981529 0.667461 

Cluster 1->Petal Width High 0.667238348 47 0.014074 0.65999259 0.474456 

Cluster 1->Petal Width High & Petal Length High 0.722984258 31.3952309 0.01525 0.711691053 0.468974 
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TABLE IV. RESULTS 

 

Rules Confidence 

Cluster 1  Sodium(Medium),Magnesium (High) Aluminum (Medium), Calcium(Medium), Barium (Low) 0.805362 

Cluster 1  Refractive   index (Low), Sodium (Medium),  Aluminum (Medium), Calcium (Medium), Barium 

(Low) 
0.833583 

Cluster 1  Refractive index(Low), Sodium (Medium (Medium), Magnesium (High), Aluminum (Low), 

Calcium (Low),  Barium (Low) 
0.745075 

Cluster 2  Refractive index (Low), Sodium (medium), Potassium (Low), Barium(Low) 0.656585 

Cluster 3 --> Refractive index(Low),Sodium(medium),Magnesium(High), Aluminum (Low), Calcium (Low),  

Barium (Low), Iron (Low) 
0.827017 

Cluster 3 --> Refractive) index(Low),Sodium (medium), Magnesium(High), Aluminum(Medium), 
Silicon(Medium),Potacium(Medium),Calcium(Low),Borium(Low),Iron(Low) 

0.787036 

 

For Glass data although we have taken only three clusters within cluster 1 & 3 we found three and 
two different groups which indicate that there can be in all 6 clusters from dataset. Table 6 shows 
Rules having confidence more than minimum threshold confidence of 0.6.  In Cluster formation we 
found that Refractive index (Attributes 1), Barium (Attribute 8) and Iron (Attribute 9) are attributes 
which are having similar values in all clusters indicating that those are attributes not playing role in 
cluster formation. Important attributes on the basis of whom clusters are formulated are Sodium, 
Magnesium, Aluminum Silicon, Potassium, Calcium (attribute 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). These are prime 
attributes whose values categorize type of Glass.  Results are verified with Glass data description given 
in WEKA, We found the results are almost matching with description.  As described, there are in all 
seven classes of data. For one class data is absent. Hence only six classes are present in data which is 
same as the number of clusters that we have obtained. In results there are three clusters. Cluster 1 
comprises of three clusters, cluster 2 is single cluster and cluster 3 has two subgroups which can 
comprise into two clusters. Hence total number of clusters is 6 which match according to description in 
WEKA for Glass data.  

C.  Experiment 3: Real data set 

We used our proposed algorithm on weather data set which contains real time data having the 
attributes specified in Table V. 

TABLE V. ATTRIBUTES 

Air Tempreture(C) Solar Radiation(W/m2) Wind Speed(m/s)  

Humidity(%Rh) Precipitation(mm) Wind Direction(D)  

Pressure(hPa) Rain Duration(min) Date, Time 

 

We preprocessed data by removing attributes such as date and time. Applying the proposed 
algorithm we found results listed in following table. We divided each attribute into three fuzzy 
attributes namely Low, Medium and High. Whole data is clustered into three clusters. After execution 
our algorithm we found the results as shown in table VI. 
 

TABLE VI. RESULTS 

 

Rules Confidence 

Cluster 1->Temperature (Medium ), Humidity( Medium), Pressure (Medium), Radiation (High)  1 

Cluster 2->Temperature (High), Humidity (Medium),  Pressure( Low), Radiation( Low)    0.8368 

Cluster 3->Temperature (Low), Humidity (High), Pressure ( High), Radiation (Medium )   0.7619 
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Results from above table show that Temperature, Pressure & Radiation are the important attributes 

in deciding type of days.  
 

D.  Experiment 4 

Proposed algorithm is useful in identifying irrelevant attributes which do not play vital role in 
cluster formation. Identification of relevant attributes becomes important to improve the quality of 
clusters. We have executed the clustering algorithm from well-known data mining tool WEKA. We 
applied simple k means algorithm on various datasets to get initial clusters initially with all attributes. 
After applying our proposed algorithm which provides relevant attributes, we removed irrelevant 
attributes from data set. Again applying the clustering algorithm on this reduced data set we found that 
cluster sum of squared error has been reduced significantly as shown in Table VII. 

 

TABLE VII. SQUARED ERROR 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Fuzzy partitioning of data can be carried in unsupervised manner using the cluster centers 
generated by k means clustering algorithm. Fuzzy Association Rules have better interpretability 
because of use of linguistic variables and can be combined with clustering which is one of the 
important data mining techniques which suffer from interpretability problem. The results are 
satisfactory for data sets whose classifications are known. The method can be applied to arbitrary data 
sets. In this paper we have used three linguistic variables but it can be easily generalized to more than 
three variables such as poor, satisfactory, good, very good, Excellent depending on application 
requirement. The limitations of Apriori algorithm are evident when the number of attributes increase 
and so also the linguistic variables. It is necessary to adapt a faster Association rule mining algorithm 
for generating large item sets and the one that generates only required association rules so that the 
algorithm can be readily applied for any data set. 
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